The Council of State Governments will host its 2017 National Conference from December 14th-16th in Las Vegas, Nevada. The meeting will offer engaging policy sessions geared toward state officials in all three branches of government. To access copies of speaker presentations, please visit the individual session pages below.

**PROPOSED POLICY RESOLUTIONS AVAILABLE HERE**

**AGENDA**

Innovation Classroom

**Thursday, Dec. 14**

- CSG Policy Academy: Hiring and Retaining Workers with Disabilities
- CSG Policy Academy: Making Waves with State Water Policies
- Growing a Consensus on Marijuana Policy

**Friday, Dec. 15**

- Steps to Success with the Every Student Succeeds Act
- The Who, Watt, When of Modernizing Power Grids
- Developing a Cybersecurity Strategy
- NCIC Summit of the States
- All Trade is Local
- Professional Licensing from Plumbers to Physicians
- The Business Incentives Trap
- The Uncertain Future of Health Care
- Nevada Drives Transportation Policy into the Future

**Saturday, Dec. 16**

- Improving the State and Federal Connection
- Success Improving Voting for Overseas Citizens

Tags:
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